
The Imagined Village 

To start in a folk thread with ‘The Imagined Village’ is slightly off putting perhaps for real folkies!! 

They may say that this doesn’t represent true folk as 

it ‘should’ be represented, but I am most definitely 

not a musical snob and I can see a real case for what 

‘Imagined’ is doing. To me, they represent an area to 

which folk may well move to eventually. 

All music moves on. Without this forward motion, 

music becomes stale and stuck in its own rut. Think 

of any groups you know of, who have remained 

totally the same throughout their career. Is this a 

good thing? There’s no real development and they 

just produce more and more of the same. To me, 

that’s not a healthy thing at all. Things need to move 

on. Precisely why I moved on myself in my own 

career. 

Our ‘stereotypical’ folkie is a fat old geezer, with a big pint of beer in the Summer, wearing white 

clothes, a funny hat and sporting a big beard perhaps? Someone who sticks a finger in his ear and 

sings with this ‘nasal’ tone about the old folks of 1600? 

Folk needs to move on. Historical music is great, but we need to develop what we are doing or else 

we become stuck in a rut. Who wants to sing about farmers bringing the wheat in for 400 years 

when nowadays, we go out with machines to pick the stuff up? 

The Imagined Village represent a possible future pathway for folk music that many folk fans would 

object to. However, for none folk lovers, they are an EXCELLENT way into folk music without that old 

fat beardy feel. If you like this stuff, you may well delve into the old stuff too though. 

Being British is no longer what it was in the 50’s when I was born or the 60’s when I was a child. 

Britain has changed. Everyone here MUST have noticed, surely? 

So if Britain has changed, why doesn’t the music of the folk change to reflect this? This is exactly 

what is happening in the Imagined Village. I love the diversity of what they do and I must admit, 

their first album got me much more into researching folk music right back to Vaughan-Williams 

collecting folk tunes of old, and Percy Grainger in the UK. 

The album I’m going to discuss is their wonderful debut, ‘The Imagined Village’. It crosses culture 

boundaries now in Britain today and reflects much more what is happening in our country. It’s 

important to recognise this, whether you like it or not. We can no longer shun other cultures’ 

influences in the arts claiming it to be British. 

The opening is nostalgic. I live in the area the guy is talking 

about. The  Downs. The track is called ‘Ouses, Ouses, Ouses’, 

where an old boy is talking with his country accent about the 



houses that have loomed up on the downs. He remembers when it was all 

fields. He mentions real people. Drones quietly enter under his speech while 

he reminisces.  

I find it very touching. Way back in the old days, we had an instrument called the ‘hurdy 

gurdy’. It was a mechanical street instrument which produced this droning sound that people sung 

songs over. (Songs for the people) That sound is being recreated here with his speech. Gradually, 

string chords emerge over the top.  

It’s reflective and sad. Acoustic guitar plays arpeggios and the vocals – no words. There’s a happiness 

to reflect on the past contained in this and the sadness at seeing all the houses. When he mentions 

them, the band come in with a slow heavy beat and a ‘cello moaning a melody over the top.  

It’s all based on a drone or one note until the cop sounds and helicopters come in where we hear the 

Cumbrian pipes play a folk melody with helicopter sounds and then a change of chord before 

returning. The beat starts a real swing or sway at this point so it’s quite positive sounding but in a 

minor key, which retains the sadness of the houses.  

Interestingly, the strings double with the pipes at one point and it is reminiscent of Indian popular 

music. (That’s what I mean by merging of cultures) Back to cops sirens and the voice with the guitar. 

Back to that low G drone. He continues talking about ‘Old Bob sharing his music with others.......’ 

In a way, this is a very sad track. An old boy talking about the past that has now disappeared with a 

hint of what is to come in the rest of the album; ie a mixing of cultures. 

‘John Barleycorn’ starts with acoustic guitar and sounds more traditional with a violin playing a duet 

with it. It’s modal and sounds old and traditional. It tells a story. It’s about the killing of Barleycorn 

who came back seemingly from the dead. It’s an old traditional type story and sounds like a standard 

folk piece until it suddenly launches into a new section with heavy ‘dub’ bass and electronics. 

(Reflecting black music) It’s a horrible story but then so many of these old stories are.  Basically the 

cutting up of John Barleycorn. Again, we have the drone stuff going on with this Hefty bass line. 

This song refers to old pagan rites to do with the crops and is linked to things like ‘The Wickerman’, 

where the people burned live animals inside a ‘wicker person’ as a sacrifice to anyone who might 

help crops grow!! 

There is a ‘black’ influence in the music which could be something that British folk people might 

object to and claim that it doesn’t represent folk. To me – it really does. Modern folk. 

‘Tam Lyn (Retold)’ starts with swirling sounds on the electronics and a black voice speaks. Then 

heavy beat when the black poet Benjamin Zephaniah recites a story of mixed race relation.  

He raps it with this drone in the background. He uses a West Indian accent. Folk people may have 

real problems with this being folk music. I love this story. He tells it straight with a relentless drone in 

the background.  

Based again, on one chord. The guy is a war refugee and is about to be deported.  He was released 

by a judge and he carries on as a British subject with a family. There’s a lovely folksy hook in this 

which is very modal too. Hints of a sitar too in a counter melody near the end where Eliza Mcarthy is 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benjamin_Zephaniah


singing the hook. You have to listen very carefully. (Linking Indians and West Indians together in the 

music?) 

To me, this is modern folk and the kind of thing that some may find hard to accept as folk. 

‘Death and the Maiden’ – this is almost a comical beginning on clarinets and a zither. Then the 

acoustic guitars play a riff which is doubled by the voices. (Overdubbed voices on the recording) 

Then a chorus and back to the opening. Another verse about meeting the ‘reaper’ who wants to 

make the maiden his wife!! It’s an old ‘Ballad’ – a song that tells a story. How many of you think a 

ballad is a slow song? A ballad tells a story and ballads are rife in folk music. 

‘Cold Haily Rainy Night’ – the opening features the dhol and the sitar. A really hefty beat and a folk 

melody with this Indian sounding backdrop.  I find this a very beautiful blend 

of sounds. That traditional sounding voice with this Indian backing, singing 

about soldiers. I love the rhythmic cross rhythms played by the percussion in 

this. There is also a sitar solo and these raucous drums. I’ve heard this live 

and it truly makes your spine tingle when you both see and 

hear them play this. It is SO powerful. 

‘The Welcome Sailor’ opens with strings and voice. Again, 

drone based. This sounds very old and is modal. There are clashes of melody and 

accompaniment. This is hard to explain but happened in very old music. In a major 

key, we have doh ray meh, in a minor key – doh ray mooh. In old music, you could 

hear both ‘meh’ and ‘mooh’ at the same time in different octaves creating this clash 

and a real tension in the music. 

‘Acres of Ground’ – Indian Tabla accompanies the guitar and voice with other Indian drums and 

strings. Tabla produce this ‘whoop’ sound that you can’t miss in the bass.  

Illustrations of what the voice is saying are played by the surrounding instruments. 

‘Pilsdon Pen’ a repeated note starts the piece and then an acoustic guitar. The 

repeated note is called an inverted pedal. Normally played in the bass and held 

while the chords change. Here’ it’s in the top. Cumbrian pipes play a solo. Fairly 

traditional sounding with clashing major and minor 7ths too. (Again something 

from the past – a little difficult to explain to non muso people – but you may hear a clashing in the 

melodies) 

‘Hard Times of Old England’ starts with skylarks. A familiar sound of old in the English countryside – 

not so common nowadays. A drone starts up and Billy Bragg sings over the top of this thick texture. 

He talks about five generations of his family with a hook line where everyone joins in. It’s the kind of 

song you would have heard in Inns or Pubs. It remains on one drone, like a hurdy Gurdy, which 

would also feature in this type of music way back. 

‘Kit Whites 1 & 2’ a little instrument skit. Light hearted with a banjo, fiddles and pipes. This is again, 

more traditional and is a little folk dance type piece. It reminds me of a clog dance. 



‘Sloe on the Uptake’ – electric guitar. Hard hitting beat. Banjo and the melody almost sounds 

Caribbean. Almost calypso like with the element of folk still there. There’s also a Jaws harp!! Light 

hearted end to the album. 

This is not a folk album as in true folk, but it really gives a flavour and diversity that folk can easily 

include. I really like this album a lot because of its diversity and also because it has the great John 

McCarthy (a well known folk musician of old) and his wonderful daughter, Eliza. 

This could get you into folk music via a different outlook!! 
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